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QUESTION: 136
 
At i5/OS V5R4, what is the minimum Microsoft Windows Operating System required for a

direct connect Operations Console?
 

A. Windows 98
 
B. Windows NT 
C. Windows 2000
 
D. Windows XP 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 137
 
A customer is ordering a rack mounted System i server consisting of a 520 and a 0595

expansion unit. How many rack units are required?
 

A. 8
 
B. 9
 
C. 10
 
D. 11
 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 138
 
A customer with an i825 using operations console is upgrading to a System i 520.  They want
 
to be able to run the console remotely and power the system on and off remotely.  What is the
 
lowest cost option for meeting these requirements?
 

A. Move the operations console with the serial and parallel cables to the i520. 
B. Order the remote power feature for the i520. 
C. Install a desktop HMC. 
D. Install a rack mount HMC. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 139
 
How many drives worth of capacity are lost to RAID in a RAID 6 set?
 

A. 1
 
B. 2
 
C. 1 of every three drives 
D. 1 of every two drives 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 140
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In addition to the 5760 IOA, what are the minimum requirements to allow the placement of the 
load source disk unit directly inside a fibre channel-connected external storage device such as a 
DS8000? 

A. V5R3M5 and a FC# 2847 IOP 
B. V5R4M0 and a FC# 2847 IOP 
C. V5R3M5 and a FC# 2844 IOP 
D. V5R4M0 and a FC# 2844 IOP 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 141
 
A customer is implementing a System i 550 server with four partitions. The interactive capacity
 
for all partitions combined will be 2400CPW.  How many additional Enterprise Enablement
 
licenses will need to be purchased?
 

A. 0 
B. 1
 
C. 2
 
D. 3
 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 142
 
Which i5/OS V5R4 VPN services enhancement improves network response time?
 

A. Extended Sequence Number 
B. Authentication Headers 
C. IP Version 6
 
D. Advanced Encryption Standards 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 143
 
A customer with a model 270-2432 (1070/50CPW) is evaluating whether to purchase a System
 
i 520.  The customer's workload will include a 5250 OLTP application for 20 users and a
 
collaboration workload using WorkPlace Services Express.  Which of the following System i5
 
models and editions would be most appropriate for this customer?
 

A. Model 520-0906 Standard Edition (3800 CPW) 
B. Model 520-0906 Enterprise Edition (2800 CPW) 
C. Model 520-0975 Value Edition with Accelerator (3100/30 CPW) 
D. Model 520-0975 Value Edition with Accelerator (3800/60 CPW) 
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Answer: D 

QUESTION: 144 
A System i customer would like to automate some of their application cleanup processes on 
their System i 520. The cleanup needs to be done on a monthly basis at a specific time.  Which 
of the following would provide this function? 

A. System Manager for iSeries 5722-SM1
B. Performance Tools for iSeries Manager Feature 5722-PT1 
C. Managed System Services for iSeries 5722-MG1 
D. Job Scheduler for i5/OS 5722-JS1 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 145 
A customer has an i825 with five partitions at the following releases:
P0: V5R2 
P1: V5R2 
P2: V5R3 
P3: V5R4 
P4: Redhat Linux AS 3 
The customer is migrating to a System i5 server.Which of the following is the minimum 
software requirement? 

A. i5/OS at V5R2 and Enterprise Linux for POWER5 
B. i5/OS at V5R3 
C. i5/OS at V5R3M5 and Enterprise Linux for POWER5 
D. i5/OS at V5R4 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 146 
A System i customer would like to implement IBM Lotus Domino 7 for mail, calendar, and 
instant messaging.The customer requires Lotus Domino clustering and partitioning in the 
environment.  Which of the following is the appropriate Domino packaging? 

A. IBM Lotus Domino Enterprise Server 
B. IBM Lotus Domino Collaboration Express 
C. IBM Lotus Domino Messaging Server 
D. IBM Lotus Domino Utility Server 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 147 
An i550 installation with several i5/OS, Linux, and AIX partitions is being planned.The 
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customer wants a single operating system console machine for all partitions and functions, 
including graphical disk management.  Which of the following satisfies the requirement? 

A. Twinax console 
B. Serial console 
C. LAN console 
D. Hardware Management Console (HMC) 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 148 
A customer is migrating from an i820 to an i520 at V5R3.The customer requires three Ethernet 
lines, one of which supports SNA.  Which of the following meets this requirement? 

A. FC #5706 
B. FC #5706 and Enterprise Extender 
C. FC #5701 
D. FC #5701 and 5722-CM1 Communications Utilities 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 149 
A customer with an i820 with a 5074 and 35 disk units is replacing the system with all new 
hardware.  How should the system be configured with minimal floor space? 

A. A desk side i520 CEC and three 5095 expansion units mounted in a 0551 rack 
B. A rack mount i520 CEC and a 5094 expansion unit mounted in a 0551 rack 
C. A rack mount i520 CEC and a 5294 expansion unit 
D. A deskside i520 and a 5294 expansion unit 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 150 
A customer has an i825 with four PCI Expansion towers and six Integrated xSeries Adapters 
and wants to migrate to a new System i5 server and retain their existing towers and System x 
servers. Which scenario best fits their needs? 

A. System i5 550 with one HSL loop and convert the six IXAs to six iSCSI adapters in the i550 
and place an iSCSI adapter in each xSeries server 
B. System i5 520 with two HSL loops retaining current IXA adapters 
C. System i5 520 with one HSL loop and convert the IXAs to two iSCSI adapters in the i520 
and place an iSCSI adapter in each xSeries server 
D. System i5 550 with two HSL loops and convert the IXAs to two iSCSI adapters in the i550 
and place an iSCSI adapter in each xSeries server 
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Answer: C 

QUESTION: 151 
A new rack mounted System i is being designed to have several LPARs with expansion towers 
that have switchable IOP/IOAs which provide for an alternative load source for each LPAR. 
Space in the rack is at a premium.  Which of the following will provide a rack mountable DVD 
and tape solution for each LPAR utilizing the least amount of rack space? 

A. 3582 Tape Library with a FC #1106 DVD-ROM mounted in the front load accessory slot 
B. 3581-L38 Tape Library with a 7210-030 External DVD-RAM rack kit 
C. 7212 Model 102 Enclosure loaded with a FC #1103 DVD-RAM and FC #1104 VXA-2 Tape
Drive 
D. 7210-030 External DVD-RAM and FC #1104 VXA Tape Drive mounted in a FC #8723 rack
shelf unit 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 152 
A customer has an i810 with 18 FC #4326 35GB disk units and one FC#5094 with 45 FC 
#4326 35GB disk units, all using FC #2757 RAID controllers.  The customer is upgrading to an 
i520+. The customer needs approximately 900GB of additional disk and wants to improve
reliability with minimal loss of disk performance. Which of the following is a valid solution? 

A. Add a second FC #5094 tower.  Migrate most of the disks from the i810 into the new tower
and add 30 new FC #4326 disk units.  Upgrade the FC #2757s to FC #5581s.  Place minimal 
disk units in the 520 CEC. 
B. Migrate 10 FC #4326 disk units from the i810 to the i5+ CEC and the rest to a FC #0595 
expansion unit. Add two additional FC #0595 expansion units and 29 additional FC #4326 
35GB disk units. 
C. Add a second FC #5094 tower.  Migrate the disks from the i810 into the new tower and add 
30 new FC #4326 disk units.  Upgrade the FC #2757s to FC #5736 RAID 6 disk controllers.
Do not place any disk units in the 520 CEC. 
D. Migrate 8 of the disk units from the i810 to the i5 CEC and the rest to a FC #5790 expansion 
unit. Add two additional FC #0595 expansion units and 29 additional FC #4326 35GB disk 
units. Use the existing #2757 RAID controllers. 

Answer: A 
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